2019 Rainbow Sports Club Report

Summary
2019 Season bought with it challenges both on and off the mountain however many members
and visitors had brilliant days at Rainbow enjoying the snow and we managed the following
obstacles as they came up.
An attempt to open early was not successful with little snow fall, an example to us that our
winters seem to be arriving later.
In Customer Service, the discounting policy used, resulted in higher customer numbers but
reduced profitability. The Intouch changeover did not create efficiencies we were expecting and
increased wait time for visitors.
Operations dealt with some gear failures through the season that reduced our operational
capability by demanding both time and money. This highlighted the field needs a stronger
capital base to ensure the required investment to keep the field as a commercial operation.
The upside from the season was the road continued to work well after the investment, we
introduced more people to the mountains and our community reach has never been better.
As a Committee we acknowledged a restructure needed to be put in place however this carried
over to 2020.
Strategic Vision for Rainbow to 2025
® Stay an accessible and fun facility to foster Snowsports in our region
® Achieve utilization of the Mountain outside of ski season
® Better than compliant, a responsible guardian of the land and people’s safety
® Sustainable financially
® Sense of ownership among community, council, business
® Striving to improve the experience for users of all levels (a pragmatic approach to
making Rainbow the best it can be)
® Sustainable volunteer and employed team
Operational Vision
Promote enjoyment and excellence in Snowsports Industry
Mission
Provide leadership and structure for high quality, sustainable programming for our ski/boarding
area and communicate the competitive, recreational and lifestyle benefits of the Snowsports
Industry to our members and guests.

Core Values
Safety, Fun, and Learning

Key Operational & Action items
• Summer Maintenance
• Continuing the review, prioritising and funding of the 2020+ Capital plan
• DOC Renewal
Operational Summary
Key metrics and statistics for the 2019 season:

After the slow start, 2019 was the second highest grossing revenue season for the Club.
2019 ticket/passes sales were tracked at $1,251,304 ($1,474,212 2018) for an average revenue
per open day at $14,078 ($17,142 2018)
The average yield per customer was at $66.72 ($67.47 2018). We had three (3) $40K+ days
with one being the highest for the past two seasons at $45,861.
We had 20,582 visitors (22,041 2018) (Day passes - 16,361) and 6,333 vehicles.
As a Club Field our average number of days open per season is 73 in 2019 we had 71 days
open for 75% of potential days.

Operations
Report by Tom Harry

Pre-season. The pre season work went pretty smoothly all in all. We managed to get
basically all of the summer maintenance finished, and all sign offs complete with time to
spare before the early opening date.
Snow making began 5 weeks out from opening. The motors will be a focus for summer
maintenance, as it is our weakest link in this department. The new snow guns were
fantastic.
Snow, there was none, and then heaps. Storm after storm this year. And wet. We only
had one snow event that had no rain at all. This made the snow pack incredibly
heavy, and wet.
The biggest challenges that arose from this was the road, and grooming. The road
was very soft from the new gravel, and with a massive amount of wet snow, it made it
very challenging to clear without doing damage.
The grooming/groomers. Tough season in this department. The work itself was hard, as
you cannot do much/any blade work when the snow is so wet.
The mechanical, and electrical issues with the PB300 are reasonable. 10,500 hours is
very high for one of these machines. PB200 has just had very basic servicing over the
past few years, and will require a little bit more attention this summer. The PB200
cannot return to operation on the slopes at this stage, and should be retired to car park,
and roads only.
Lifts. T-bar ran well. Issues with the twisted rope and brakes. We will be giving the Tbar a thorough service this summer. I would push for slightly higher speeds next year
to help with lift line on weekends.
Platter made it, just. Rope replacement this summer.
Handle tows. West bowl. This one was really hard. Gearbox rebuild, Motor rewired,
Control box issues. It did not cooperate at all. Also suppliers where slow on jobs. No
major work required this summer. Terrain park requires safety system rewiring, and bits
replaced that were borrowed for the west bowl tow.

Generators all ran well. No major work this summer. 300kva will require heavy
servicing.
Loader had the one major issue. Main lower pivot point cracked in half due to age,
and wear. This machine is on nearly 40,000hrs. Which is very rare. This will require
basic servicing, blade repair work, and lower pivot point strengthening at minimum
this summer.
Private vehicles. All went ok. Van and old Hilux continued to be expensive. Too many
trips up and down that road has taken it's toll on them. Land cruiser has been a great
up grade.
Snow machines. Both had a couple of issues, very little summer maintenance
required.

Customer Service
Report by Ryan Slot

One major hurdle to starting the season off was the upgrade to Intouch. The upgrade
had many changes and bugs that needed to be worked out.
Pre-season, we worked to familiarise ourselves with the system and had plenty of
support from the techs at Intouch. However, once the season started, the support
dropped off causing quality issues.
Solutions to some of these issues would include having off-season preparation as there
is a lot of back-end planning needed before the season starts. It would also be
advantageous for Rainbow to have Intouch in a central location available for several
departments to access remotely.
The lack of staff and support throughout the season caused major issues across all
departments. Certain jobs had to be put off and neglected causing less than
exceptional experiences for customers as well as staff. For example, event planning
and snow sports both suffered.

Food & Beverage
Lone star Cafe was a great addition to the field

Patrol

Staffing

Friends of Rainbow

Partners

We really couldn’t operate the field without the support of our commercial partners. They really
help reduce our operating costs and ensure our ability to open.

